1. exhaled, (S, K, TA) and also (Msb,) inf. n. aor. * 

2. : see what next precedes.

3. : a she-camel having a quick flow of milk. (JK.)

4. : a skin, syn.; (K,) as also *; which is mentioned by Sb, and thus explained by Seer: (TA:) or a skin in which is [churned milk, etc.]: (TA:) or the receptacle in which the milk whereof the butter has been taken is agitated: (Lh,) and * [and app. the former also] the vessel, (Mgh,) or receptacle, (Mbh,) generally a skin in which milk is churned or beaten; (Mgh, K,) or in which the butter of the milk is extracted, or fetched out by putting water in it, and agitating it; (Mbh,) i.e. a churn; (G) t.q. *.

5. : see what next precedes.

6. *: exhaled, (S, K, TA) and also (Msb,) inf. n. aor. * (TA): pl. only. (TA:) [The fine filmy cobwebs called gossamer, which are occasionally seen in very hot and calm weather, when the sun is high, floating in the air, in stringy or filmy forms: what appears in the sun's rays to king who looks into the air in the time of vehement midday-heat: (K, TA:)]

7. : like the fine cobwebs called gossamer, which are occasionally seen in very hot and calm weather, when the sun is high, floating in the air, in stringy or filmy forms: what appears in the sun's rays to him who looks into the air in the time of vehement midday-heat: (K, TA:)

8. : He blew his nose; ejected the mucus from his nose; (Msb, K) as also *; (S, K, TA) or the latter signifies he had the mucus removed from out of his nose. (Msb,) — See also 1, in three places.

9. : Mukas; suit, what flows from the nose, (S, K, TA) like that from the mouth: (TA:) — (Th) and only. (TA:) [The fine filmy cobwebs called gossamer, which are occasionally seen in very hot and calm weather, when the sun is high, floating in the air, in stringy or filmy forms: what appears in the sun's rays to him who looks into the air in the time of vehement midday-heat: (K, TA:)]

10. : The fine filmy cobwebs called gossamer, which are occasionally seen in very hot and calm weather, when the sun is high, floating in the air, in stringy or filmy forms: what appears in the sun's rays to him who looks into the air in the time of vehement midday-heat: (K, TA:)

11. : was, or became, stretched, and raised, (J.) — * towards a thing. (K.) — * towards a thing. (A. L.) — * towards a thing. (A. L.) — He lengthened the leg. (L.) — He lengthened, or stretched forth, his voice [as the Arab does in chanting]: (L:) and * towards a thing. (L:)

12. : God made his life long. (S, A, L) as also *: He made his life long. (L:)

13. : God extended, or stretched forth, the shade. (A. S.) — * of the earth. (Lb, L) inf. n. (Lb, L) He expanded it, or stretched it out: (L, K) he extended it, elongated it, or lengthened it. (L.) — * of the earth. (Lb, L) — * of the earth. (Lb, L) — * of the earth. (Lb, L)

14. : May God make thy life long! (L:)

15. : He had his life lengthened. (L:)

16. : He deferred, or postponed, the term, or period of duration. (K:)

17. : He deferred, or postponed, to him the term, or his term. (TA:) — * of the earth. (Lb, L) inf. n. (Lb, L) — * of the earth. (Lb, L) — * of the earth. (Lb, L)